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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon. I want to thank to our colleague for kindly having introduced me among the panelist participating in this session.I will be very brief, just to put on the floor some remarks for general consideration from the experiencie of the CSN, as a regulatory body, legally independent but also beeing part of the State Administration Structure that gives an integral public service needed and demanded by the population, especially in such a difficult situations like this pandemic COVID-19.I hope to contribute and stimulate a fruitful dialogue on this topic.
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PLAN TO CONTINUE THE CSN ACTIVITY
Prioritization of activities, including:
General measurements (health, logistic, cleaning,
register, remote signature…)

Graded approach work planning (instructions
delivered, contingencies to maintain the capacity in
response to emergencies, remote inspections, grants,
authorizations, refuelings)

Coordination among authorities (security, radiological
surveillance nets and programs…) and licensees
(resident inspectors on a shifted bases, provisions for
medical stakeholders…)

Plan weekly updated and widely released.
Carmen Molina-Edificio Metrópoli Gran Vía Madrid.

Exposición CAM marzo-junio 2020 Imágenes del Estado de Alarma

FIRST REACTIONS
- Fast implementation of telework
- Increase of communicative actions, both
external and internal (licensees contact
points assigned)
- Keep into contact with international
organizations and regulators.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start, let me show an inconic image of a normally very crowded street cross in Madrid, showing how apparently this pandemic stopped our lives.From the very begining of the pandemic, CSN was very commited to continue performing the functions legally assumed as the only authority in nuclear and radiological matters. The impact of the CSN activity on the country life can be figured by the designation of Nuclear Power Plants and CSN Emergency Room, both as critical infrastructures, integrated into the National Security System.The CSN worked during the pandemic in establishing conditions to guarantee the safe performance of NPP, but also in maintaining the global capability in response to an emergency and the safe performance of radioactive facilities, specially in the health and medical fields.With this in mind the CSN established a plan to continue the activity, based on a graded approach and prioritized selection of activities, weekly updated, in which developement the communication and coordination with authorities and stakeholders played an important role.
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Figure summirizes the activity of year 2020 betwen June 13th and October 11th. CSN Annual Report
https://www.csn.es/documents/10182/13529/Informe%20anual%202020

PLAN OUTCOMES AND REMARKS
 Plan developed up to 12th June, 2020
 Successful based plan, in great part, on

the efforts and consciousness of the
whole members of the organization.

 The CSN was ready for a fast
adaptation to the arising situation.
Nevertheless, the plan implementation
have been useful to identify future
improvements (eg. communications
and prioritization).

 The CSN plan contributed to reasonably
warrant the country safe nuclear power
supply and global sanitary capability.
No relevant service was stopped.

 CSN could perform the assigned
functions in pandemic conditions,
beyond the planned period,

(85% March-June)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The plan was implemented during the interval in which the Royal Decree of the state of alarm was in force. Nevertheless, the following pandemic upturns made it necessary to continue implementing many of these and other similar measurements. These are some figures to show how intense was the CSN activity.We probably could have done it better, but we did our best with the available means and the colaboration of a very positively consciuous staff. In this context, our conclusión is that no relevant service was stopped, revealing a reasonably readiness of the organization to adapt itself to such challenging situations.Needless to say that this plan and the undertaken measures were aimed at a temporary bases, though it has been very useful to identify relevant improvements applicable to our processes in a definitive way (eg. Reinforce communication, many more technological skills and devices, rationalize meetings, presencial availability, legal aspects of remote acts, inspection procedures, etc).
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THANK YOU

FOR YOUR 

ATTENTION

Giovanni Macceli-Escultura Barrendero Plaza Jacinto Benavente Madrid 
Exposición CAM marzo-junio 2020 Imágenes del Estado de Alarma

Alberto Amoi-Escultura Ramón y Cajal- Madrid
Exposición CAM marzo-junio 2020 Imágenes del Estado de Alarma

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your attention and let me finish my brief intervention with this symbolic images, both wearing a mask, of a street sweeper statue in a central square in Madrid and a statue of Ramón y Cajal at the namesake Hospital (who won the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1906-shared with italian Camilo Golgi). Both most symbolyze how important have been science and public services to cope with such terrible situation. We must preserve and take care of them.
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